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Retrospective Study
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Abstract
BACKGROUND 
Gastric leiomyomas and gastric stromal tumors are the most common types of 
gastric tumors encountered. In recent years, the incidence of the two types of 
tumors has been increasing, but the differential diagnosis is still a challenge in 
clinical work. However, as there are many reports on stromal tumors and inflam-
mation-related indicators are gradually being paid attention to as important 
factors in predicting tumor prognosis, the two main purposes of this study were 
to explore the inflammation-related differences between the two types of tumors 
and to develop a nomogram as a predictive model.

AIM 
To explore the differences in platelet-lymphocyte ratio (PLR), neutrophil-
lymphocyte ratio (NLR), lymphocyte mononuclear cell ratio (LMR), and SII 
between the two types of tumors, and simultaneously create the nomogram 
model.

METHODS 
This study enrolled 88 patients in the gastric stromal tumor group and 56 patients 
in the gastric leiomyoma group, and the relevant data of the two groups were 
entered into the system for an integrated analysis. The primary objective of this 
study was to identify the differences in the inflammation index between the two 
types of tumors.

RESULTS 
There were statistically significant differences between the two groups in sex, age, 
and tumor location. In comparison, gastric leiomyomas seem to be more common 
in women, young patients, and gastric cardia, which is in line with our previous 
research; the groups showed the following statistical differences: PLR (158.2% vs 
134.3%, P = 0.028), NLR (2.35 vs 1.68, P = 0.000), LMR (5.75 vs 10.8, P = 0.004), and 
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SII (546.2 vs 384.3, P = 0.003). The results of the multivariate logistic regression 
analysis showed that sex, age, tumor location, and LMR were independent risk 
factors for the identification of the two types of tumors. After considering the risk 
factors selected by the above analysis into the predictive model, a predictive 
model for distinguishing gastrointestinal stromal tumors from gastric leiomyomas 
was established as the nomogram.

CONCLUSION 
Gastric leiomyomas and gastric stromal tumors are not only different in factors 
such as age of the patient, but also in inflammatory indicators such as LMR and 
PLR. We have established a predictive model related to the laboratory indicators 
and are looking forward to further research conducted in this clinical area.

Key Words: Gastric leiomyoma; Gastrointestinal stromal tumor; Platelet-lymphocyte ratio; 
Neutrophil-lymphocyte ratio; Lymphocyte mononuclear cell ratio; SII; Nomogram

©The Author(s) 2022. Published by Baishideng Publishing Group Inc. All rights reserved.

Core Tip: We found that inflammation-related factors such as platelet-lymphocyte ratio 
and neutrophil-lymphocyte ratio were different in patients with gastrointestinal stromal 
tumors and leiomyomas, which also reflected the different inflammatory status 
between them. Meanwhile, this study constructed a relevant differential diagnosis 
model through a nomogram and evaluated its accuracy, which may be helpful for 
future studies.

Citation: Zhai YH, Zheng Z, Deng W, Yin J, Bai ZG, Liu XY, Zhang J, Zhang ZT. 
Inflammation-related indicators to distinguish between gastric stromal tumors and leiomyomas: 
A retrospective study. World J Clin Cases 2022; 10(2): 458-468
URL: https://www.wjgnet.com/2307-8960/full/v10/i2/458.htm
DOI: https://dx.doi.org/10.12998/wjcc.v10.i2.458

INTRODUCTION
Gastric leiomyomas and gastrointestinal stromal tumors (GISTs) are common tumors 
of the gastric mucosa. It is difficult to differentiate between the two types of tumors 
when making the initial diagnosis. As there is at present is no method available to 
distinguish between the two types before surgery, it can only be determined by 
pathology after surgery.

GISTs are the most common type of mesenchymal tumors and are mainly charac-
terized by the expression of CD117. Stromal tumors mainly occur in the gastroin-
testinal tract, and 60% of GISTs occur in the stomach. GISTs may also occur on the 
surface of the omentum, mesentery, or peritoneum[1]. Gastric stromal tumors are low-
grade malignant tumors, accounting for approximately 60%–70% of gastrointestinal 
tumors. Fletcher et al[2] integrated gastric stromal tumor size, mitosis, and other 
factors to divide the risk of gastric stromal tumor invasion into four levels: very low, 
low, medium, and high risk[2]. It has been used in clinical practice and is also an 
important tool to guide clinical work; as for medium and high-risk gastric stromal 
tumors, surgery is often combined with chemotherapy before and after surgery. GIST 
are mostly asymptomatic and often diagnosed by a physical examination. The most 
common clinical symptom encountered in patients with a GIST, is gastrointestinal 
bleeding[3]. For gastric stromal tumors, according to their location, size, and the risk of 
invasion, observation or surgery can be selected for treatment. Generally speaking, 
regular follow-up observation is sufficient for stromal tumors with diameters smaller 
than 2 cm. For the tumors larger than 2 cm, endoscopic or surgical treatment is 
determined according to the tumor’s growth status in the cavity[4,5]. Although there 
have been great advances in surgery and endoscopy for gastric stromal tumors, mainly 
focusing on the treatment of tumors less than 5 cm in size, earlier detection and a more 
accurate diagnosis may be of more importance to us.

https://creativecommons.org/Licenses/by-nc/4.0/
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Gastric leiomyomas are also gastric tumors with spindle cell-like pathology, but 
unlike gastric stromal tumors, have no malignant potential and are a type of benign 
tumors. Studies have shown that gastric leiomyomas are more likely to occur in the 
gastric cardia—unlike GIST[6,7]. As the tumor grows, although there is no tendency to 
become malignant, bleeding and other symptoms occur (such as ulcers), all of which 
affect the patients’ quality of life. The same treatment methods are often used for 
gastric stromal tumors and for gastric leiomyomas, mainly because it is generally 
impossible to accurately distinguish the two types of tumors in the early stage. If a 
more accurate diagnosis could be made, the possibility of a more applicable treatment 
option could then be given to patients with gastric leiomyoma, and dynamic clinical 
observations will be more in line with current standardized diagnosis and treatment. 
Unlike gastric stromal tumors, leiomyomas do not have the possibility of receiving 
targeted therapy, and require no follow-up and observation. The quality of life and life 
expectancy of patients is better than that of patients diagnosed with GISTs.

Gastric tumors are often found through gastroscopy and computed tomography 
(CT), and then judged by the benign or malignant characteristics based on its 
microscopic appearance and the CT imaging; however, this is not the gold standard 
for diagnosis. Despite this, the differential diagnosis of the two types of tumors often 
cannot be reached before the pathology result is obtained. The pathology sample 
obtained by an endoscopy is sometimes inferior, and the support of the immunohisto-
chemical results is needed after obtaining a pathology sample[8], which also hinders 
the diagnosis and treatment process of patients. Endoscopic ultrasonography is a 
relatively reliable examination to clarify the origin and invasion of tumors. Studies 
done have proven that endoscopic ultrasonography has a high accuracy rate and 
guiding significance for clarifying the prognosis and assisting in the diagnosis of 
patients, which has provided clarification on their prognosis for many of them[9]. In 
addition, the application of multi-slice computed tomography (MSCT) in recent years 
has made the preoperative diagnosis of the two types of tumors clearer. The CT values 
of the tumors have been analyzed and it exposed the differences among them[10]; 
however, the application of these differences needs further research. The current 
prediction model is still flawed, and it is impossible to make an overall assessment of 
these tumors. Although endoscopic ultrasound can provide a hierarchical analysis, it is 
limited by the physician’s level of experience. The objectivity and accuracy still need to 
be improved via further research and clinical studies. Therefore, more objective and 
accessible laboratory indicators are needed to help distinguish the two types of 
tumors.

Inflammatory and nutritional indicators are often used to predict the prognosis of 
cancer patients. For malignant tumors, Balkwill et al[11] proposed the tumor inflam-
matory theory, linking the occurrence and development of tumors with inflammatory 
factors; advances in the field of tumor research are inseparable from the discussion of 
the influence of its inflammatory environment[11]. Other studies have also shown that 
the tumor-related inflammation index is related to the tumor microenvironment and 
affects the body's immune function to a certain extent. When discussing the inflam-
matory indicators, (in addition to the white blood cell value, neutrophil value, and C-
reactive protein), other factors such as platelet-lymphocyte ratio (PLR), neutrophil-
lymphocyte ratio (NLR), and lymphocyte mononuclear cell ratio (LMR), can reflect 
more clearly the conditions surrounding the tumor[12-14], and these are also 
considered to be related to the prognosis of the patient. In both the studies of gastric 
cancer and gastric stromal tumors, this view that inflammatory markers have an 
important role to play has been confirmed. With regards to the research on the 
prognosis of tumors, our focus was more directed to the role of the tumor microenvir-
onment and whether the two types can be differentiated. Gastric stromal tumors are 
prone to be malignant, but the questions are whether they have higher inflammatory 
indicators and whether they are different from gastric leiomyomas; none of which has 
been confirmed by previous studies.

In comparison, because it has no malignant potential, the prognosis of a patient with 
a gastric leiomyoma is better; therefore, a gastric leiomyoma may form a better 
microenvironmental basis that should be reflected in the inflammation indicators. 
Therefore, we suspected that the identification of the two types of benign tumors 
could also be carried out by comparing the levels of laboratory indicators such as PLR 
and NLR. At the same time, combined with imaging and other methods, there may be 
a higher accuracy, and it could also be used for treatment. However, there is currently 
no relevant research showing that PLR, NLR, and other inflammatory indicators are 
different in the two types of tumors, and there is no research on the notion of 
including them in the differential diagnosis. Therefore, we conducted a retrospective 
study on the patients who presented with the two types of tumors in our hospital, 
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based on a multiple regression analysis of the influencing factors, and the total score 
can be calculated from a visual representation showing the probable risk of 
individuals with corresponding diseases[15]. In addition, it is easy to screen high-risk 
patients quickly and efficiently and make a timely and effective intervention[16,17]. 
This retrospective study aimed to explore the differences in PLR, NLR, LMR, and SII 
between the two types of tumors and simultaneously create a nomogram model, in 
order to provide a new method of differential diagnosis for clinical practice.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
This study was a retrospective cohort study approved by the Ethics Committee of the 
Institute of Friendship Hospital, Capital Medical University, and was conducted in 
accordance with good clinical practice guidelines and the Helsinki Declaration.

Patient selection
This retrospective study included 144 patients who were diagnosed with gastric 
stromal tumors or gastric leiomyomas from the Beijing Friendship Hospital, Capital 
Medical University between December, 2016 and December, 2020. There were 88 
patients with gastric stromal tumors and 56 patients with gastric leiomyomas. We 
divided the patients into a gastric stromal tumor group and a gastric leiomyoma group 
according to their pathology. The two groups of patients were grouped by the 
postoperative pathology, and the inflammation index was calculated based on the 
results of the preoperative examination and the laboratory tests after the patients were 
admitted to the hospital. The examination results were strictly controlled to ensure 
that the two groups had equal examination time before surgery, as well as a thorough 
analysis of the patient's medication and treatment to prevent antibiotics and other 
drugs from affecting the patient's examination results. There were also strict admission 
and exclusion standards.

The eligibility criteria were as follows: (1) Age between 18 and 75 years; (2) Histolo-
gically confirmed gastric stromal tumor or gastric leiomyoma; and (3) Eastern 
Cooperative Oncology Group (ECOG) between 0 and 2 grades.

The exclusion criteria were as follows: (1) An unclear pathological diagnosis; (2) A 
history of surgery in the past six months; and (3) A history of a malignant tumor.

The definition of the inflammation index had to be supported by reference ranges, 
and therefore we analyzed the values of PLR, NLR, LMR, and SII. We defined PLR as 
the ratio of platelets to lymphocytes, NLR as the ratio of neutrophils to lymphocytes, 
LMR was defined as the ratio of lymphocytes to monocytes, and SII was defined as the 
product of neutrophils and PLR. All values were based on the results of the patient's 
admission and preoperative inspections, and there were no patients included with 
acute stress disease or antibiotic administration within half a month to ensure the 
reliability of the values. All patients underwent surgical treatment after completing the 
preoperative examination, and follow-up treatment plans were determined based on 
the postoperative pathology (checked by an experienced pathologist). All the material 
were collected following a specific procedural protocol, the size of the tumor was 
clearly marked for ulcers and then verified by a formal pathology report. The units of 
various research indicators were unified, and planning in terms of the nomogram 
model was carried out according to relevant research.

Statistical analyses
The primary objective of this study was the difference in the inflammation index 
between the two types of tumors. We recorded a patient-related data baseline to 
eliminate interference from the two types of patients. We hypothesized that the gastric 
stromal tumor and gastric leiomyoma groups had differences in related inflammatory 
indicators, and that could be used as the basis for a differential diagnosis. This 
retrospective cohort study included 88 patients in the stromal tumor group and 56 
patients in the gastric leiomyoma group. We then graded according to the pathological 
risk, resulting in 56 people in the low-risk stromal tumor group. A subgroup analysis 
of gastric stromal tumor patients was performed in this group to determine whether 
there would be relevant numerical differences in low-risk situations. Baseline patient 
data were also collected. The living ability score and tumor location of the two groups 
were recorded and compared in the related tables. The sex and age of the patients 
were also included.
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We used a t-test to compare the inflammation index between the two treatment 
groups, which included all patients in this study, and statistical analyses were carried 
out using IBM SPSS 25.0 (IBM Corp. Released 2017. IBM SPSS Statistics for Windows, 
Version 25.0. Armonk, NY: IBM Corp.).

RESULTS
Patient characteristics
In the gastric stromal tumor group 88 were patients enrolled, and 56 patients in the 
gastric leiomyoma group; the relevant data of the two groups were recorded into the 
system for integrated analysis. Basic baseline information (sex, age, tumor location, 
etc.) of the two groups of patients are shown in Table 1. There were statistically 
significant differences between the two groups with regards to sex, age, and tumor 
location. In comparison, gastric leiomyomas seemed to be more common in women, 
young patients, and located in the gastric cardia, which is in line with our previous 
research.

Inflammation index
We then analyzed the inflammation indicators in the two groups. The two groups 
showed the following statistical differences: PLR (158.2 vs 134.3, P = 0.028), NLR (2.35 
vs 1.68, P = 0.000), LMR (5.75 vs 10.8, P = 0.004), and SII (546.2 vs 384.3, P = 0.003) 
(Table 2). The differences in the inflammation indicators between the two groups were 
significant, which was in line with our conjecture before the study.

Based on multinomial logistic regression, we constructed predictive models of the 
GIST risk, and the results of the multivariate logistic regression analysis showed that 
sex, age, tumor location, and LMR were independent risk factors for the identification 
of the two types of tumors, and the difference was statistically significant (P < 0.05) 
(Table 3).

After incorporating the risk factors selected by the above analysis into the predictive 
model, a predictive model for distinguishing GISTs from gastric leiomyomas was 
established (Figure 1). The nomogram was applied as follows: The score value corres-
ponding to each predictive index of the score was obtained, and the sum of these score 
values was recorded as the total score, and the predicted probability corresponding to 
the total score was the risk of the GIST onset.

The calibration plot was used to explain the bias of a classifier, and the dashed line 
in the plot indicates the ideal model in which the predicted and actual probabilities are 
perfectly identical. The actual performance is indicated by a dotted line. The solid line 
shows the bootstrap-corrected performance. The bootstrap calibration plot (Figure 2) 
indicates good agreement between the nomogram and pathology results.

Subgroup analysis
In order to clarify whether there was an increase in the inflammatory response level of 
stromal tumors due to high risk, and whether such differences remained in existence 
in the relatively lower-risk stromal tumor group, we conducted a subgroup analysis 
and selected the low-risk group and compared that with the leiomyoma group. There 
were also statistical differences in some inflammation indicators (LMR 5.42 to 10.82, P 
= 0.002; NLR 2.17 to 1.68, P = 0.016). We therefore inferred that LMR and NLR seemed 
more sensitive than PLR and SII in the subgroup analysis (Table 4).

DISCUSSION
Gastric stromal tumors and leiomyomas are both spindle cell stromal tumors, but the 
difference in source and malignancy should determine the type of treatment of the two 
types of tumors. In clinical practice, however, the two types of tumors are usually 
difficult to distinguish before surgical pathology is performed. For benign 
tumors–such as gastric leiomyomas–dynamic clinical observation is the course that 
should be taken, and the choice of surgery should be made with caution. Gastric 
leiomyoma is more likely to occur in the cardiac region, and the surgical difficulty and 
postoperative risk are greater in this region than in other locations. Thus, we would 
carefully choose the surgical option for gastric leiomyoma to avoid secondary harm to 
the patients. For gastric stromal tumors with malignant potential, surgical methods 
and surgical indications are determined according to symptoms and tumor size, and 
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Table 1 Baseline characteristics of patients in gastrointestinal stromal tumors group and gastric leiomyoma group

Characteristics GIST group (n = 88), (%) Gastric leiomyoma group (n = 56), (%) P value

Gender (male/female) 47/41 53.4/46.6 18/38 32.1/67.9 0.012a

Age (median) 61.1 50.1 0.00a

ECOG 0.31

0 86 97.7 52 92.8

1 1 1.1 3 5.3

2 1 1.1 1 1.7

Tumor location 0.00a

Cardia 3 3.4 25 44.6

Fundus 46 52.2 20 35.7

Body 27 30.7 8 14.3

Antrum 12 13.6 3 5.3

Diameter 0.122

≤ 2 cm 11 12.5 14 25

2-5 cm 54 61.4 32 57.1

≥ 5 cm 23 26.1 10 17.9

aP < 0.05.
GIST: Gastrointestinal stromal tumors; ECOG: Eastern Cooperative Oncology Group.

Table 2 Inflammation indicators of the two groups

GIST (n = 88) Gastric leiomyoma (n = 56) t value P value

PLR 158.2 ± 8.7 134.3 ± 6.2 2.217 0.028a

NLR 2.35 ± 0.17 1.68 ± 0.08 3.617 0.00a

LMR 5.76 ± 0.56 10.82 ± 1.62 2.956 0.004a

SII 546.2 ± 49.3 384.3 ± 22.1 2.993 0.003a

aP < 0.05.
GIST: Gastrointestinal stromal tumors; PLR: Platelet-lymphocyte ratio; NLR: Neutrophil-lymphocyte ratio; LMR: lLymphocyte mononuclear cell ratio.

ultrasound gastroscopy is an important tool for the differentiation of the two types of 
tumors; however, it remains difficult to achieve a complete differentiation between the 
two types of tumors in clinical practice. The guidelines state that for stromal tumors 
with a diameter greater than 2 cm, surgical resection is recommended as treatment 
because of their tendency to be malignant. However, because gastric leiomyomas 
originate from Cajal cells and are benign tumors, it is very important to perform 
accurate evaluations before surgery. In order to achieve this, a more reliable diagnosis 
and improved treatment standards are needed; the main purpose of this study was to 
determine the difference between the two types of tumors on the basis of objective 
clinical indicators and consider it as a type of predictive indicator. The research our 
center has performed confirmed our conjecture, and further research should be 
conducted.

Inflammation indicators reflect the balance between systemic inflammation and the 
body's immune status, and compared with the white blood cell values, it tends to be 
more accurate. Virchow's research linked inflammation with tumors, and also brought 
inflammation into tumor research, which is also the basis of this study. The values of 
PLR, NLR, and other inflammation-related indicators in predicting the prognosis and 
invasion of malignant tumors have been studied in many cases and tumors, including 
gastric cancer[18,19]. In terms of stromal tumors, related studies have confirmed its 
value in predicting prognosis. This study focused on inflammatory factors and aimed 
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Table 3 Logistic regression analysis results

Group β SE Wald P value OR 95%CI

Male - - - - 1 -Gender

Female 1.548 0.548 7.97 0.005 4.7 1.605-13.762

Age -0.097 0.024 16.939 0 0.907 0.866-0.950

Tumor locations Cardia - - - - 1 -

Fundus -3.501 0.804 18.948 0 0.03 0.006-0.146

Body -3.572 0.854 17.482 0.001 0.028 0.005-0.150

Antrum -3.315 1.039 10.19 0.001 0.036 0.005-0.278

LMR 0.092 0.042 4.715 0.03 1.096 1.009-1.191

LMR: lLymphocyte mononuclear cell ratio.

Table 4 Subgroup analysis of low-risk gastrointestinal stromal tumors and gastric leiomyoma

Low-risk GIST (n = 56) Gastric leiomyoma (n = 56) t value P value

PLR 146.1 ± 9.9 134.3 ± 6.2 0.992 0.324

NLR 2.17 ± 0.17 1.68 ± 0.08 2.451 0.016a

LMR 5.42 ± 0.32 10.82 ± 1.62 3.267 0.002a

SII 484.5 ± 56.1 384.3 ± 22.1 1.661 0.101

aP < 0.05.
GIST: Gastrointestinal stromal tumors; PLR: Platelet-lymphocyte ratio; NLR: Neutrophil-lymphocyte ratio; LMR: lLymphocyte mononuclear cell ratio.

Figure 1 Nomogram predictive model for diagnosis of gastrointestinal stromal tumors and gastric leiomyoma. Gender: 1-Male; 2-Female. 
Tumor Location: 1-Cardia; 2-Fundus; 3-Body; 4-Antrum. GIST: Gastrointestinal stromal tumors.

to explore the difference in inflammation between the two types of tumors.
In the selected types of inflammatory factor indicators, we found differences 

between the two types of tumors. In this study, the inflammatory environment of 
gastric stromal tumors was more intricate than that of gastric leiomyomas, and the 
inflammatory conditions reflected by stromal tumors were more obvious. It is 
generally believed that tumors such as gastric stromal tumors are located in a 
relatively local environment and should not change the inflammatory index. However, 
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Figure 2 Calibration plot of nomogram for gastrointestinal stromal tumors. GIST: Gastrointestinal stromal tumors.

these differences were observed in this study. We conducted a subgroup analysis of 
the stromal tumor group based on the risk grade, and compared the low-risk group 
with the leiomyoma group. After that, we could still find a difference in the values of 
inflammatory factors between the two groups. Based on this, we believe that gastric 
stromal tumors can indeed change the inflammatory environment in which they are 
located, resulting in a stronger inflammatory response in the body.

We then compared the type of inflammatory factor which had the better predictive 
ability based on logistic regression analysis. We analyzed its correlation, and the 
results showed that among these types of indicators, only LMR showed significance in 
the regression analysis. LMR indicators may therefore be advantageous and 
instructive. Compared with other indicators, LMR was more sensitive, which was a 
gratifying result. We then constructed a nomogram model based on the results of 
logistic regression analysis, in which we clarified the diagnostic value of sex, tumor 
location, LMR, and SII. The nomogram is a visual graphical tool for predicting the 
probability of individual clinical events–based on a multi-factor statistical model. It 
has been widely used in various prediction models to predict the risk of disease more 
accurately[20]. After the model is created (and through further improvement), it is 
expected to clarify the predictor effect of the differential diagnosis for these tumors.

The relevant analysis for expanation deserves to be conducted further. How to 
understand this change in inflammatory index change is a question that should be 
considered. Previous studies have focused on the impact the impact of this type of 
inflammatory index on the prognosis of gastric stromal tumors. Focal lesions of gastric 
stromal tumors are recognized, and the presence of immune cells in the microenvir-
onment of gastric stromal tumors is also the basis for immunotherapy, especially the 
application of imatinib[21]. Various immune cells in the tumor microenvironment, 
such as tumor-associated macrophages, tumor-associated lymphocytes, and natural 
killer cells exhibit characteristics related to the progression of GIST[22]. Based on this 
view, gastric stromal tumors are related to changes in immunity and may influence the 
body’s inflammatory response such as with gastric cancer[23]. The same results were 
not found in the gastric leiomyoma group. The differences between the two types of 
tumors require further research.

This study had its limitations. First, this was a retrospective study; thus, the 
selection of samples and follow-up work were limited. Second, the sample size of this 
study was relatively small; therefore, the results could not be generalized, and relevant 
research results still need to be obtained to prove these outcomes using a large sample 
size and a cohort study design. Third, we have not yet determined the reasons for such 
differences, nor have we designed a corresponding scoring system based on this 
feature for the next step of verification. The identification of the two types of tumors 
also needs to be combined with endoscopic and imaging-related indicators, which is 
an aspect that should be considered in future research. If imaging and laboratory 
indicators can be combined, the prediction accuracy of the two types of tumors will 
definitely be improved.
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CONCLUSION
We found that there were different inflammatory states in patients with gastric 
leiomyomas and gastric stromal tumors. This difference could assist clinicians to 
distinguish between the two types of tumors before surgery in order to choose more 
appropriate treatments. The reason for this difference is unknown, and whether a 
highly sensitive scoring system can be created based on these indicators is also worth 
researching. Overall, we believe that the differences between the two types of tumors 
will aid our future clinical work; however, there is also a need to conduct further 
research on this aspect.

ARTICLE HIGHLIGHTS
Research background
Gastric leiomyoma and gastrointestinal stromal tumor are common tumors in the 
gastric mucosa. The two types of tumors are difficult to differentiate in the initial 
diagnosis. Inflammation-related indicators reflect the status of inflammation, which 
could distinguish two kinds of tumors.

Research motivation
A predictive model was constructed based on the nomogram to clarify the kind of 
tumors, which may help us figuring out tumor microenvironment of gastric stromal 
tumor. The paper will be the basis of the further research.

Research objectives
The purpose is to explore the differences in platelet-lymphocyte ratio (PLR), 
neutrophil-lymphocyte ratio (NLR), lymphocyte mononuclear cell ratio (LMR), and SII 
between the two types of tumors, clarify the relationship and find which is the most 
important factor in that.

Research methods
Of 88 patients in the gastric stromal tumor group and 56 patients in the gastric 
leiomyoma group were enrolled into this study, and the relevant data of the two 
groups were entered into the system for integrated analysis. Nomogram was used to 
create a predictive model for that. Subgroup analysis was carried out to prove the 
presence of difference in low-risk stromal tumors.

Research results
The two groups were in PLR (158.2 vs 134.3, P = 0.028), NLR (2.35 vs 1.68, P = 0.000), 
LMR (5.75 vs 10.8, P = 0.004), SII (546.2 vs 384.3, P = 0.003) showed statistical 
differences. The results of the subsequent multivariate Logistic regression analysis 
showed that gender, age, tumor location, and LMR were independent risk factors for 
the identification of the two types of tumors. Nomogram model and calibration plot 
was constructed and subgroup analysis showed that LMR and NLR seems more 
sensitive than PLR and SII.

Research conclusions
It is the first time to find that inflammation-related indicators are different between 
gastric stromal tumors and leiomyomas, which provides us a new method to differ-
entiate them.

Research perspectives
Further research need to be conducted to explain the reason of the the difference, and 
combine other examinations, such as computed tomography, to create an appropriate 
model for that.
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